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Abstract-The use of decision tables to express concurrent algorithms, and the use of concurrent 
processors to execute decision table programs, are discussed. As a specific application, we show how 
dynamic programming algorithms can be implemented ss decision tables. 
The Hawaii Parallel Computer (HPC) is a parallel processing computer which was designed utilizing 
a new computer architecture baaed upon field-programmable gate arrays. To exploit this computer’s 
unique architecture, algorithms must be expressed in a decision table format. 
The HPC can be used to implement dynamic programming algorithms expressed in a decision table 
format. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Dimensionality (computational complexity) has long been a factor which has limited the applica- 
bility of dynamic programming. Methods of reducing dimensionality has ranged from mathe- 
matical methods, such as successive approximations, to software methods, such as compiler op- 
timizations, to hardware methods, such as hypercube processors. We discuss here decision table 
implementations of algorithms and a parallel processor architecture which is well-suited for such 
tabular algorithms. Use of such hardware and software for dynamic programming applications 
are proposed. 
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Figure 1. Bubble sort DT. 
2. DECISION TABLES 
A program written in a “conventional” language can be viewed as just one of numerous no- 
tations for describing an algorithm. Decision tables [l] can be viewed as a tabular notation; in 
contrast, flowcharts can be viewed as a graphical notation. However, unlike flowcharts or other 
“publication” languages, but like “conventional” programs, DTs can be compiled and executed. 
An example of a DT program is shown in Figure 1. The table has a simple interpretation. The 
left-hand “stub” quadrants list possible conditions and actions, while the right-hand “entry” 
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quadrants specify rules columnwise. For example, the middle column of entries specifies that 
if X = 1 and k <> 1 and j = k (in which case we say the middle rule “holds” whether or not 
A(j) > A(j + l)), then the actions j := 1, k := k - 1, and X := 1 should be performed in sequence. 
Dashed entries (-) represent “don’t-care” conditions and “skip” actions. 
We shall call decision tables of the above form repetitive ones. By our convention, the special 
level variable X is initialized (say, by the System) to 0 prior to execution of the program; setting 
X = % is equivalent to specifying an exit. The table is executed repeatedly until an exit is specified 
or until no rule [or an explicit ELSE rule] holds; we regard the latter as an “error-exit”. The 
purpose of initializing X to 0 is to distinguish the initial execution of the table from subsequent 
repetitions. We have also assumed that n and the array A are initialized (input) outside the 
table; an alternative is to prefix the action “k := n” by such input statements. Finally, we define 
each distinct value of X (other than %) as a level of the DT; the foregoing DT has two levels 
(X = 0 and X = 1). 
All programs written in a conventional programming language can be written as decision tables 
instead [2]. As with any new language, reading and writing many sample programs will increase 
familiarity and ease of use. 
3. CONCURRENCY 
There are many ways in which concurrency can be introduced into the DT framework. Obvi- 
ously, the rules and/or conditions can be evaluated concurrently. For the bubble sort example, 
each of the five rules can be associated with a separate processor, and the one which succeeds 
would then perform its specified actions while the other processors would skip their actions and 
await the next cycle. We have assumed above that the DT has been made, by design, “unambigu- 
ous” so only one processor succeeds. Otherwise, some convention for handling nondeterminism 
must be adopted. We discuss nondeterministic algorithms further below. 
For decision tables with a large number of rules, it may be worthwhile to partition the table, a 
natural way being by level. The levels can be treated as a system of concurrent processes, or each 
level as a sequential process with concurrent rules. Alternatively, conditions can be associated 
with separate processors, so that (for the bubble sort example) the tests for k = 1 and j = k can 
be performed concurrently. If processors can have concurrent subprocessors, then both of these 
alternatives are feasible. We assume, of course, that evaluation of conditions have no side-effects. 
The only explicit sequencing assumption we have previously made was that actions are to be 
performed from top to bottom. An alternative is to use sequence numbers rather than X’s as 
action entries. In either case, concurrent execution of actions is still possible provided certain 
data dependency relationships are satisfied. For example, independent actions, such as j := 1 
and k := k - 1, can be performed concurrently, while the exchange action and incrementation of 
j cannot. 
In addition, execution of independent or cooperating DTs can be performed concurrently. This 
is an especially important capability when a table can activate several copies of itself, as in a 
recursive divide-and-conquer algorithm. This is illustrated below. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the “bisection” method for finding the root of a continuous function f(z), 
i.e., a value 5 such that f(x) = 0. If L and R are values of 2 such that f(L) and f(R) have 
opposite signs, then a root of f( ) 5 must occur in the interval (L, R); if M is a point between 
L and R, and f(M) has the opposite sign from f(L) (or f(R)), then a root of f(x) must occur 
in the interval (L,M) (or (M,R), respectively). Each iteration, the size of the interval, R - L, 
between which the root is known to lie is halved. A DT which implements this method is given 
in Figure 2. (For simplicity, we have assumed that, eventually, f(M) will equal zero; in practice, 
we must test the conditions abs[f(M)] < E, or abs[R - L] < c, for some small parameter E, in 
order to ensure termination.) 
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As suggested above, the rules may be evaluated concurrently, and/or the conditions may be 
evaluated concurrently. One means of finding the root much more rapidly is to compute f(z) for 
two points between L and R, which we denote Ml and M2. Rather than halving the interval 
each iteration, we then can reduce it by a third. Of course, the work per iteration approximately 
doubles unless we can evaluate f(M1) and f(M2) concurrently. This idea can be generalized to 
the case where N concurrent processors evaluate f(z) at N equally-spaced points. 
l?lXb&l= j 0 11 i ‘111 
f(L) :o i - .i < < >>> 
f(M) .O <=> < = > 
f(a) :9 1 I >>> < < < 
-----.____-------- +---_--_---_-______ 
initialize L, R X - - - - - 
I,:=M - x-_ -_x 
R:=I< 
j >; 
__x x__ 
M: = (I>+R) /2 X-X x-x 
output (M) I - _x- _ 
1. azibda : = 1 l%l 1 
Figure 2. Rootfinding by bisection. 
f(L) :o < < > 
f (R.! :o > < < 
_______-_--__---------+----_-_--- 
M: = [L+R) /2 
T:<L,M> 11 T:cM,R> 1 E 1; 
skip - x - 
Wtput (L) ; stop - - - 
o’ltput (R) ; stop - - - 
Figure 3. Recursive bisection. 
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If concurrent processing is possible, another alternative is to invoke two or more copies of the 
same table, each of which bisects a subinterval. An example of such a DT is given in Figure 3, 
where T : (L, R) denotes a recursive call to the DT with argument (L, R). Note that all but one 
invocation of the DT will result in a “skip” (termination without output) action. 
4. NONDETERMINISTIC ALGORITHMS 
Concurrent processes can be executed nondeterministically, i.e., in any order or interleaved. 
There are many problems for which nondeterministic algorithms can be significantly more effi- 
cient than deterministic algorithms, because several possibilities can be tested in parallel rather 
than sequentially, albeit at the expense of additional processors. In theory, of course, parallel 
algorithms can be transformed into sequential ones, but not always one of the same “class”. For 
example, some nondeterministic pushdown acceptors cannot be transformed into deterministic 
pushdown acceptors; any context-free language can be accepted by the former but not by the 
latter. The context-free language {WUJ~[W E {a,b}*}, where wR denotes the reverse of w, can- 
not be accepted by a deterministic pushdown acceptor. However, a nondeterministic pushdown 
acceptor can accept it, and can be expressed as a nondeterministic decision table. 
The relationship of decision tables with finite state machines raises many questions. Of special 
interest to us are the possible advantages of finite state machines that incorporate nondeter- 
minism, which in the context of DTs correspond to “ambiguity” (or the “multi-hit” conven- 
tion). Ambiguous decision tables are problemmatical for serial processors, but not for concurrent 
processing. 
A useful model for concurrent processing is that of Petri nets [3]. A Petri net can be represented 
as a (ambiguous) decision table each of whose rules represent an event; the conditions test for 
firability, and the actions specify token removal and placement. An example of a decision table 
representation of a Petri net is given in Figure 4. In the Figure, Pi represents the number of 
tokens at the ith place; the initial marking is not specified. Because of the special nature of 
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?l>O T-- 
P220 T-- 
P3>0 -TT 
P4>0 _- T 
-------_--__+-_---__ 
Pl:=Pl-1 x-- 
Pl:=Pl+l -x- 
P2:=P2-1 x-- 
P2:=?2+1 
P3:=P3-i II,:: 
P3:=P3+1 x-- 
P4:=P4-1 - - x 
P4:=P4+1 x-- 
Figure 4. Petri net. 
Petri-net decision tables, a special-purpose DT processor which permits Petri nets to be input in 
essentially their incidence matrix form can be easily designed. (PNTBLSIM, described in [4], is 
an example of a simulation language based upon these ideas.) 
ldIZlbdd=O 
PP>O 
pq>O 
pa>0 
pb>O 
pt>O 
poo 
pd>O 
pe>O 
"FFFFFFF L_ 
_':';"__--- 
_-T-T____ 
_PT_.TT__ 
--FTTT-- 
_-_-_FT_ 
-_-F--T_ 
____E;__T 
_------'n‘V .._ 
---------_-------_______+____-___ 
ppz=2;pq:=2;pa:=9;pb:=0 
pt:=O;pc:=O;pd:=O;pe:=O 
pp:=pp-1 
pq:=pq-1 
pa:=pa-1 
pb:=pb-1 
pt:=pt-l;pc:=pc-1 
pd:=pd-l;pe:=pe-i 
pa:=pa+3;A:=P-Q 
pb:=pb+3;B:=A/P 
pc:=pc+l;C:=Q*B 
pd:=pd+l;D:=A+B 
pt:=pt+l;T:=A*B 
pe:=pe+l;E:=T-C 
ANS:=D*E 
tp:=o;tq:=o 
ta:=max(tp,tq)+tsub 
tb:=max(ta,tp)+tdiv 
tc:=max(tq,tb)+tmul 
td:=max(ta,tb)+tadd 
tt:=max(ta,tb)+tmul 
te:=max(tt,tc)+tsub 
tans:=~ax(td,ta)+tmul 
lambda:= 
Figure 5. Data flow and timing. 
5. DATA FLOW PROGRAMS 
Since a decision table processor be used to simulate Petri net programs, and data flow graphs 
can be modeled by Petri nets, data flow programs also can be represented by decision tables. A 
data flow program represented as a decision table is given in Figure 5. This example also shows 
one way in which timed Petri nets can be represented; TADD, TSUB, TMUL, and TDIV are the 
given execution times of the four arithmetic operations. (An example of Petri net-decision tables 
for a related PERT application appears in [4].) 
Because of the interrelationships between data flow graphs and decision tables, processor ar- 
chitectures (hardware or software) for one may prove useful for the other. One idea for a non-von 
Neumann computer architecture is to utilize a special-purpose control unit in which is placed the 
condition entry (upper-right) quadrant of decision tables, say, as an array; see [5]. Of related 
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interest is the design of compilers for existing data-flow computers. Since data flow graphs can 
be represented by Petri nets, they also can be represented by decision tables which in turn can 
be easily compiled. 
To convert “conventional” (serial) algorithms to data-flow programs, a compiler can mechani- 
cally translate serial programs to decision tables [2], and then mechanically translate the decision 
tables to Petri-net/data-flow programs. It is also possible to use concurrent processors to execute 
functional or logic programs. The use of DTs in [6] and [7] suggests further interrelationships as 
well. 
procedure Eindshortestpath(...); 
(find shortest path frcm node 1 tc node c) 
(maxint and % are global constants:. 
var i,j:integer; 
min,newnin:datatype; 
ptr:integer; 
besir,! 
ia_abde= 101111 
i<>O i-ITTF 
j,=n '-TTF- 
newminemin I-TF-- 
-----____________________ +__-_-_-_ 
f[n]:=O x____ 
f[i] :=min ; t[i] :=ptr ___x_ 
min:=maxint ; ptr:=n+l x--x- 
i:=n-1 X_--- 
min:=newmin ; ptr:=j _X__- 
j:=j+l -xx-- 
i:=i-1 ___X- 
j:=i+i x--x_ 
newmin:=d[i,j]+f[j] XXXX- 
lam&da:= 1111% 
end! 
(length of shortest path is f[l] on exit) 
Figure 6. Shortest path. 
f;mction fct(at:node;rem:nodeset;var nextnode:ncdej:datatype; 
var next,where,qz:node; 
min,temp:datatype; 
lambda= !3311122 
rem=[] TF_____ 
nextzn --TFF-- 
next in rem ___TF__ 
tempimin _____TF 
-___--------------___--_-___--_____--____+-______ 
min:=d[at,l]; where:=1 
min:=max; where:=0 
next:=1 
temp:=d[at,next]+fct(next,rem-[next],qz) 
min:=temp; where:=next 
next:=next+l 
fct:=min; nextnode:=where; 
lambda:= 
Figure 7. Traveling salesman. 
X__---_ 
_X_____ 
_X_____ 
___x___ 
_____X_ 
_---xxx 
X-X_ ___ 
%1%2111 
6. DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING AND THE HPC 
Examples of decision tables which implement simple dynamic programming algorithms are 
illustrated in Figures 6 and 7. (Some details have been omitted for brevity.) Figure 6 solves the 
problem of finding a shortest path in a topologically sorted acyclic graph, and Figure 7 solves 
the traveling salesman problem. These examples reflect the constraints of the von Neumann 
architecture. They are adaptations of algorithms intended for conventional computers. 
An alternative is a non-von Neumann computer architecture having a special-purpose processor 
in which is placed not only the condition entry quadrant of decision tables, but also the condition 
stubs to be evaluated in parallel. This is a simple idea, similar to those mentioned in Section 3, but 
seemingly impractical until relatively recently when field-programmable gate-array chips became 
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available. “he control unit of the Hawaii Parallel Computer was implemented using such a chip 
(specifically, a Xilinx XC3042). In a preliminary report [8] on a prototype of the HPC, use of 
this special-purpose computer architecture to solve an airline-reservation shortest-path problem 
was described. An implementation of the simpler shortest path problem on the HPC prototype 
is sketched in Figure 8, where Xilinx pin assignments are shown. The HPC (with a few design 
changes which we will not describe here) is expected to be operational very shortly, and further 
details will be reported then. 
Part 1. BIT AND PiN ASSIGNM3T?S 
7 tNOT1: iambda is a non-Boolean variable assigned to three pins.1 
MEWRY EITS 
---_--____- 
LZ,Ll,LO 
Cl 
C2 
C3 
Al 
A2 
A3 
A4 
A5 
A6 
Al 
A8 
A9 
LZ,Ll,LO 
STUBS 
_____ 
lambda= 
i<iO 
j<=n 
newmincmin 
________--__------------- 
f[n] :=@ 
f[i]:=mi;l ; t[il:=ptr 
min:=maxint ; ptr:=n+l 
i:=n-1 
min:=newmin ; ptr:=j 
j:=j+l 
i:=i-1 
j:=i+l 
newmin:=d[i,j]+f[jl 
lambda:: 
ENTRIES 
_______ 
Iolrll 
; -T!?TF 
-TTF'- 
_TF__ 
.+_____ 
if::;: 
‘x__.x_ 
X____ 
-X___ 
-xx-- 
_--X_ 
x--x- 
xxxx- 
liil% 
BZ,B3,94 
B6 
A6 
B7 
c9 
AiO 
El3 
Cl0 
911 
El2 
Cl2 
Cl4 
El2 
G14, H14,iil3 
Fart 2. PALASH CODE 
{output of special-purpose compiler for decision table} 
TITLE SHORTEST PATH 
CHIl SPET LCA 
;PIN ASSIGNMENTS 
L20B2 Ll@B3 LOBB4 Cl@B6 CZ@A6 C3@B7 
Rl@C9 AZ@AlC A3@BlO A4PClO A50Bll A6@B12 
A7@C12 A8@C14 A9@E12 
LCUT28G14 LOUTleHi4 LO'JTO@H13 
EQUATIONS 
Al=(/LZ*/Ll*/LO) 
A2=((/L2*/L1*LO)*Clf/C2) 
A3=(/L2*/L1*/I,O)+((/L2*/L1*LO)*C1*/C2) 
A4=(/LZ*/Ll*/LO) 
AS=((/L2*/Ll*LO)*Cl*C2*C3) 
A6=((/L2*/L1*LO)*C1*C2*C3)+((/L2*/Ll*LO)*Cl*C2*/C3) 
A7=((/L2*/L1*LO)*Clf/C2) 
A8=(/L2*/Ll*/LOj+((/L2*/Ll*LO)*Cl*/C2) 
A9=(/L2*/L1*/LO)+((/L2*/Ll*LO)*Cl*C2*C3) 
+((/L2*/Ll*LO)*Cl*C2*/C3+((/L2*/Ll*LO)*Cl*/C2) 
LOUTZ=((/LZ*/Ll*L!J)*/Cl) 
LOUTl=((/LZ*/Ll*LO)*/Cl) 
LOUTO=(/L2*/Ll"/LO)+(/L2*/Ll*LO) 
Figure 8. Shortest path on the HPC. 
7. CONCLUSION 
The use of decision tables to express concurrent algorithms, and the use of concurrent processors 
to execute decision table programs, were discussed. As a specific application, we showed how 
dynamic programming algorithms can be implemented as decision tables. 
The Hawaii Parallel Computer (HPC) is a parallel processing computer which was designed 
utilizing field-programmable gate arrays. To exploit this computer’s unique architecture, algo- 
rithms must be expressed in decision table form, which may require more than adapting old ones. 
We emphasize the synergism associated with 
(1) programming in a decision table language, 
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(2) using field-programmable gate-array chips, and 
(3) having suitable applications. 
The HPC can be used to implement dynamic programming algorithms expressed as decision 
tables. An open problem is whether there are significant advantages to this, specifically, whether 
some of the dimensionality problems associated with dynamic programming can be reduced using 
this novel combination of software and hardware. Our immediate objective is to complete the 
implementation of the hardware/software system we have described, so as to have a working 
system on which to test new dynamic programming applications (as well as applications relating 
to Petri nets [4] and expert systems [7] as mentioned above). 
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